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                     BIGO LIVE INDIA – FAST GROWING
SOCIAL MEDIA
We all knew that the craze of social media among youth, and this craze pulls everyone to be a
part of it and dreamed to get popularity. In fact, I can’t define whether it is a bad and good
platform. But I can say it is a perfect zone to engage the audience with amazing talent. So you
might get a doubt about where to start the social media journey? Don’t worry!
Install Bigo Live that could be a widespread live streaming video app that specially designed
for very proficient persons.
This application was introduced in the year 2016.
A Singapore-based quickest growing net company, Bigo Technologies was the developer of
the app.
And the millions of the people across the world following this app.
You can showcase your talent to other Bigo live users from all over the world. Each of the
users has a unique talent and with Bigo Live you could establish a communication medium
based on your preferences other people. Moreover, this app dedicated to motivating people to
express their skills to other people. Further, the user has given the privilege to chat and make
calls, present virtual gifts and much more. Get to know how Bigo Live India is using the app.
Now with a cross-platform application like Bigo Live, one could do live broadcasting much
more comfortably.
Showcasing your interest worldwide would ne'er be therefore straightforward while not Bigo
Live app.
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Bigo Live India:
It is the fastest growing social media and real live video streaming app which has reached a
new status as the global brand. It is one of the largest hubs in India for live streaming.
Immediately after the launch of the app, Bigo Live has captured a fast-growing audience in
the Indian market.
It has attracted active, fashion-forward young people and provided them with a place to find
each other.
Thus Bigo Live created its Indian users connect, sharing their interests, thoughts, and views
about anything and everything.
Bigo Live Asian nation could be a nice platform for increasing one’s social circle.
The introduction of VLOG feature, a Video recording feature on Bigo Live app has been used
by over 100 million registered users globally and in which Bigo Live India has its major users.
It is making a positive atmosphere because it could be a tool for readjustment out the positive
messages.
It has built a very large and healthy community among the people of India.
The reviews about the app have also shown that people are actively indulged in real-time
interaction and video streaming. They are live broadcasting their talent and they connect with
their fans and other talented broadcasters.
The community has attracted the personalities like United Nations agency have successively
attracted thousands of fans from the social media channels like Facebook.
Broadcasters are earning virtual gifts and bonus points which can be exchanged for rewards
on the app. Live India enables its user to engage in real-time interaction via mobile streaming
and let them chat with their favorite Bigo Live broadcasters while watching Live broadcastings
at any time and from anywhere.
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